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Abstract
Background Perceived disease risk may reflect actual risk indicators and/or motivation to change lifestyle. Yet, few longitudinal
studies have assessed how perceived risk relates to risk indicators among different disease risk groups. We examined in a 5-year
follow-up, whether perceived risks of diabetes and cardiovascular disease predicted physical activity, body mass index (BMI kg/
m2), and blood glucose level, or the reverse. We examined further whether perceived risk, self-efficacy, and outcome beliefs
together predicted changes in these risk indicators.
Method Participants were high diabetes risk participants (N = 432) and low/moderate-risk participants (N = 477) from the national FINRISK 2002 study who were followed up in 2007. Both study phases included questionnaires and health examinations
with individual feedback letters. Data were analyzed using gender- and age-adjusted structural equation models.
Results In cross-lagged autoregressive models, perceived risks were not found to predict 5-year changes in physical activity,
BMI, or 2-h glucose. In contrast, higher BMI and 2-h glucose predicted 5-year increases in perceived risks (β-values 0.07–0.15,
P-values < 0.001–0.138). These associations were similar among high- and low/moderate-risk samples. In further structural
equation models, higher self-efficacy predicted increased physical activity among both samples (β-values 0.10–0.16, P-values
0.005–0.034). Higher outcome beliefs predicted lower BMI among the low/moderate-risk sample (β-values − 0.04 to − 0.05, Pvalues 0.008–0.011).
Conclusion Perceived risk of chronic disease rather follows risk indicators than predicts long-term lifestyle changes. To promote
sustained lifestyle changes, future intervention studies need to examine the best ways to combine risk feedback with efficient
behavior change techniques.
Keywords Type 2 diabetes . Cardiovascular disease . Risk perception . Self-efficacy . Lifestyle factors . Longitudinal
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Type 2 diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular diseases (CVD)
cause a significant disease burden worldwide [1]. In 2015,
approximately 8.8% of adults worldwide had diabetes, and
the proportion is expected to rise to 10.4% by 2040 [2].
Sustained changes in weight, fat and fiber intake, and physical
activity reduce the risk of illness [3]. Many health behavior
theories [4] include risk perception as a predictor of preventive
intentions and behavior. Also, healthcare professionals and
the media often remind people that, for example, obesity and
lack of physical activity are risk factors for chronic diseases.
The aim of risk communication is to promote (1) accurate
risk perceptions and (2) motivation to change health behavior
to prevent illness. Hence, the association between risk indicators and perceived risk is assumed to be bidirectional.
Perceived risk is expected to motivate preventive behavior
(behavioral motivation hypothesis), but people are also
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supposed to adjust their risk perception to match their current
risk indicators (accuracy hypothesis) [5]. Risk communication
may promote more accurate risk perceptions [6]. Also, longitudinal studies suggest that, after behavior change, people readjust their risk perceptions [7]. Randomized controlled trials
show that feedback on physiological risk indicators may motivate health behavior change [8], but a recent review concludes that personalized risk feedback alone tends not to result
in sustained health behavior change [9]. As personalized medicine promotes individualized risk assessment and treatment
in healthcare [10], research is needed on whether risk perception relates to health behavior similarly among those with a
high disease risk and those with a lower risk.
Perceived risk of disease is usually not enough to succeed
in effortful lifestyle changes, such as weight loss or maintaining regular physical activity [11]. Knowledge and risk perception alone do not guarantee intention to change lifestyle [12].
According to several health behavior theories, for instance the
health action process approach (HAPA) [13], intention to
change health behavior requires self-efficacy and positive outcome beliefs. Self-efficacy means feeling capable of making
the lifestyle change. Outcome beliefs mean believing that the
lifestyle change will prevent disease effectively. For example,
if one perceives high risk of chronic disease, and one feels
capable of increasing physical activity (self-efficacy), and
one believes that physical activity will prevent the illness (outcome beliefs), one is expected to form an intention to increase
their physical activity. Then, translating intention into longterm action requires self-efficacy to maintain the physical activity, and to re-adopt it after relapse.
A meta-analysis by Gholami et al. [14] included 11—mostly
longitudinal—studies that used the HAPA model to predict
physical activity. Risk perception did not promote intention to
be physically active, but self-efficacy and outcome beliefs did.
Intention had an effect on actual physical activity [14]. Other
reviews of experimental [15, 16] and correlational [16] studies
showed that risk perception had a small effect on health behavior
intentions and health behavior in general. In the end, successful
health behavior change may change physiological risk indicators,
such as body weight and blood glucose. Yet, to our knowledge,
no longitudinal studies have simultaneously explored associations between perceived risks of chronic diseases, self-efficacy,
outcome beliefs, and changes in preventive health behavior and
physiological risk indicators.
The aim of this study was to examine the longitudinal association of perceived risk and risk indicators, in a 5-year
follow-up. The main research question was whether perceived
risk of diabetes or CVD predicted changes in physical activity,
body mass index (BMI kg/m2), or blood glucose level, or
whether the risk indicators rather predicted changes in perceived risks. Furthermore, the study examined how perceived
risk of diabetes or CVD, self-efficacy, and outcome beliefs
together predicted changes in physical activity, BMI, and
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blood glucose. The direction of the longitudinal associations
between perceived risk and risk indicators remained an open
research question. Higher self-efficacy and outcome beliefs
were hypothesized to predict more frequent physical activity,
lower BMI, and lower blood glucose over 5 years. The analyses were performed among two samples of people with a
different diabetes risk status.

Methods
Participants
Participants (Fig. 1) were originally from the national
FINRISK 2002 study (Jan–Apr) [17], conducted by the
Finnish National Institute for Health and Welfare. In the
FINRISK 2002, a health survey and an invitation to a health
examination were mailed to a random, population register–
based, sample of 13,500 people. The sample was stratified
by gender, 10-year age groups, and six geographical regions.
Participants responded to the health survey at home, and
returned it when they attended the health examination in a
municipal healthcare center. Participants received feedback
on several biomarkers (including cholesterol, blood pressure,
BMI, waist circumference) via letter. The letter stated the normal range for each measure, the participant’s personal test
result, and how to act if the result exceeded the normal range,
e.g. change their diet, lose weight, or contact their personal
doctor if the value was very high.
All men and women aged 45–74 years who participated (N =
3513) in the FINRISK 2002 were later invited to the FINRISK
Blood Glucose Study (Apr–June 2002), which included a glucose
tolerance test and another questionnaire [18] related to diabetes risk
indicators. Afterwards, the participants (N = 2558, participation
rate 73%) received a feedback letter that reported their fasting
plasma glucose, 2-h plasma glucose, and insulin level.
Recommended levels for fasting glucose (< 6.0 mmol/l) and 2-h
glucose (< 7.8 mmol/l) were stated. Participants were recommended to have their blood glucose re-measured if either of the values
exceeded the recommended level, or to contact their personal doctor if their fasting glucose was over 7.0 mmol/l and/or their 2-h
glucose was over 11.1 mmol/l (diagnostic criteria for diabetes, this
was not stated in the letter). The letter also said that slightly elevated blood glucose could be treated by increasing exercise and
fiber intake, decreasing fat intake, or achieving a normal weight.
All participants with a high diabetes risk (N = 432, participation rate 80%) and a randomly selected sample of participants with a low or moderate risk (N = 477, participation rate
84%) of the Blood Glucose Study were invited to attend a
follow-up study 5 years later in 2007. Because of this sampling protocol, all statistical analyses of the current study were
performed separately among the high-risk sample and the low/
moderate-risk sample. A participant was classified to be at
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Fig. 1 Flow of participants and
data collection process in the
FINRISK 2002 study and the
FINRISK Blood Glucose Study

high diabetes risk if they filled one or more of the following
criteria at baseline: (1) elevated fasting or 2-h glucose [19], (2)
high diabetes risk score based on the questionnaire (> 14
points) [18], or (3) self-reported current or previous CVD.
The follow-up invitation letter did not state whether the participant was classified to be at high risk for diabetes. At
follow-up in 2007, the participants filled in another survey
and attended a health examination, which included another
glucose tolerance test.

Measures
Perceived absolute lifetime risk of diabetes was measured at
baseline and at follow-up, before health examinations, with
a single item: How do you evaluate your own risk of getting
diabetes in your lifetime? 0 = I have diabetes, 1 = very low, 2
= low, 3 = moderate, 4 = high, 5 = very high. In a previous
study, a similar 5-point scale correlated highly with a more
continuous measure of perceived absolute risk, and moderately with perceived comparative risk [20]. Before the baseline health examination, none in the low/moderate-risk sample and one participant (N = 1) in the high-risk sample reported having diabetes. At follow-up before the health examination, diabetes was reported by two participants (N = 2)
in the low/moderate-risk sample, and by 38 participants
(N = 38) in the high-risk sample. Those who responded “0
= I have diabetes” at baseline or at follow-up were excluded

from the analyses where the relevant measure was used. As
a result, a 5-point scale for perceived diabetes risk was used
in the analyses.
Perceived absolute lifetime risk of CVD was assessed with
a similar measure as perceived risk of diabetes (above).
Similarly, those who self-reported having CVD were excluded from the analyses where the measure was used (at baseline
N = 20 in the low/moderate diabetes risk sample, and N = 35
in the high-risk sample; at follow-up N = 29, and N = 36,
respectively). A 5-point scale for perceived CVD risk was
used in the analyses.
Health action self-efficacy was measured at baseline with 6
items (scale from 1 = very uncertain to 4 = very certain). How
certain are you that… (1) you will be able to take the health
perspective into account when planning your life and making
decisions on it? (2) you will manage to follow your decisions
to start a new, healthier life? (3) you will manage to follow a
healthy lifestyle, even if people around you did not care about
it? (4) you will be able to resist temptations when you know
they harm your health? (5) you will manage to care whether
something is harmful for your health or not, even if you were
busy, tired, or under a lot of pressure? (6) you will be able to
take the health perspective into account, even if it was inconvenient or you had to give up other things that are important to
you? For the descriptive and correlational analyses, a mean
score of the 6 self-efficacy items was calculated. In all other
analyses, self-efficacy was modeled as a latent variable.
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Outcome beliefs were measured with a single item (scale
from 1 = very uncertain to 4 = very certain): How certain are
you that serious illnesses, such as heart diseases, cancer or
diabetes, can be prevented by healthy lifestyle?
Frequency of weekly physical activity was assessed with a
single open-ended question at baseline: How many times a week,
in your free time, do you exercise so that you experience at least
mild exhaustion and sweating? At follow-up, the question further
specified that each physical activity time had to take at least
20 min, and offered response choices: 1 = I cannot exercise
due to illness or injury, 2 = less than once a week, 3 = once a
week … 7 = five times a week or more. For the analyses, responses to these baseline and follow-up physical activity questions were recoded into the same scale: 0 = less than once a week,
1 = once a week, 2 = twice a week, 3 = three times a week, 4 =
four times a week, 5 = five times a week or more. Those who
reported incapability to exercise at follow-up were excluded from
the analyses on physical activity (low/moderate-risk sample N =
13, high-risk sample N = 38).
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight (kg)
divided by squared height (m) [21], which were measured
by trained research nurses in the health examinations at baseline and at follow-up.
Two-hour plasma glucose was measured in the health examinations at baseline and at follow-up according to WHO
guidelines [19]. After a 10-h fast, the participants drank 300ml solution that contained 75 g anhydrous glucose and 1.6 g
Fig. 2 Example of a cross-lagged
autoregressive model between
perceived risk of disease and risk
indicator (adjusted for age and
gender)
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citric acid. After 2 h, a blood sample was drawn to measure
their plasma glucose level [22]. We chose to use 2-h plasma
glucose as the outcome measure, since it is more sensitive in
predicting progress to diabetes, compared with fasting plasma
glucose [23, 24].

Statistical Analyses
Structural equation modeling with a maximum likelihood estimator was used as the main analytical approach, using SPSS
Amos Graphics version 24 software (IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY, USA). This method was chosen as it allows the use of
cross-lagged autoregressive models and latent variables.
Descriptive analyses were conducted using SPSS Statistics
version 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Differences in
the prevalences and means were tested between the high-risk
sample and the low/moderate-risk sample: χ2 test was used for
dichotomous variables (effect size estimate phi) and one-way
ANOVA for other variables (effect size estimate partial eta2).
All structural equation models were tested separately for the
high diabetes risk sample and the low/moderate-risk sample,
and adjusted for gender and age.
Cross-lagged autoregressive models were used to examine
the longitudinal associations between perceived risk and risk
factors. Model specification is presented in Fig. 2. We tested
whether perceived risk of diabetes in 2002 predicted physical
activity, BMI, or 2-h glucose in 2007, or whether the risk
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indicators in 2002 rather predicted perceived diabetes risk in
2007. Similarly, we tested whether perceived risk of CVD predicted physical activity or BMI, or the reverse. Fit of the crosslagged autoregressive models was not evaluated, since they were
saturated models (i.e., just-identified with zero degrees of freedom). Multigroup analyses were conducted, to test whether the
cross-lagged associations between perceived risks and risk indicators were similar among the low/moderate-risk sample and the
high-risk sample. Each cross-lagged regression path was tested
separately (altogether 10 tests): the path was constrained to be
similar among both samples, and the fit of this constrained model
was compared with the fit of the saturated unconstrained model
using the χ2 difference test.
We tested structural equation models that predicted physical activity, BMI, or 2-h glucose in 2007. The main predictors
were baseline perceived diabetes risk, self-efficacy, and outcome beliefs. We first tested models with each main predictor
separately and then conducted multivariate models that included all three main predictors simultaneously (all models
were adjusted for gender, age, and the outcome variable level
in 2002). We tested similar models that predicted physical
activity or BMI, using perceived CVD risk, self-efficacy,
and outcome beliefs as the main predictors. The fit of each
model was evaluated with several fit indexes: χ2 statistic,
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) [25].
Before analyzing structural equation models where selfefficacy was included, confirmatory factor analysis was used
to test the one-factor structure of the self-efficacy measure. All
6 items had moderate or high factor loadings on the selfefficacy latent factor among the low/moderate-risk sample
(λ = 0.54–0.78, all P-values < 0.001) and among the highrisk sample (λ = 0.56–0.80, all P-values < 0.001). Of the fit
indexes, particularly CFI suggested that the one-factor model
had a reasonable fit with the data (χ 2 = 94.97, df = 9,
P < 0.001; CFI = 0.934; RMSEA = 0.142 for the low/
moderate-risk sample and χ 2 = 65.15, df = 9, P < 0.001;
CFI = 0.953; RMSEA = 0.120 for the high-risk sample) [25].

Results
Descriptive characteristics of the study participants at baseline
and at follow-up are presented in Table 1. At both measurement points, before the health examinations, most participants
perceived their disease risks low or moderate, although risk
perceptions were higher among the high diabetes risk sample
(Fig. 3, Table 1). At baseline, mean levels of self-efficacy and
outcome beliefs were moderate among both samples (close to
value 3 = quite certain). Obesity, high blood glucose, and
family history of diabetes were more common among the high
diabetes risk sample, whereas no difference was found in the
self-reported frequency of physical activity (Table 1). At
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follow-up, before the health examination, self-reported prevalence of diabetes was 0.4% in the low/moderate-risk sample
(for CVD 6.1%) and 8.8% in the high-risk sample (for CVD
8.3%). At follow-up health examination, however, a third of
the high-risk sample were diagnosed with diabetes (Table 1).
Bivariate correlations between the primary study variables are
presented in Table 2. In both samples, perceived disease risks
were consistently associated with higher BMI, whereas perceived risks showed weaker associations with physical activity and 2-h glucose. Participants with a higher self-efficacy
had lower BMI and reported more frequent physical activity.
Figure 2 presents an example of the tested cross-lagged
autoregressive models, whereas Table 3 presents individual
path regression coefficients from the models.
Baseline perceived risk of diabetes was not found to predict
physical activity (Table 3A), BMI (Table 3B), or 2-h glucose
(Table 3C) 5 years later in either sample. The reverse associations were found: higher perceived risk of diabetes in 2007
was predicted by higher physical activity (low/moderate-risk
sample β = 0.08, P = 0.035), BMI (low/moderate-risk sample
β = 0.15, P < 0.001), and 2-h glucose (high-risk sample β =
0.13, P = 0.014) in 2002.
In similar models on perceived CVD risk,
baseline perceived risk of CVD was not found to predict physical activity or BMI (Table 3D and E) in either sample. The
reverse association was found for BMI but not for physical
activity: higher BMI predicted higher perceived risk of CVD
among the low/moderate-risk sample (β = 0.10, P = 0.006)
and among the high-risk sample (β = 0.09, P = 0.037). In
any of the cross-lagged associations, there were no statistically
significant differences between the low/moderate-risk sample
and the high-risk sample (Δχ2 values 0.10–2.21, Δdf = 1, Pvalues 0.137–0.752).
Multivariate structural equation models that predicted physical activity, BMI, or 2-h glucose in 2007 (adjusted for gender,
age, and the outcome variable level in 2002) showed that
among both samples, those with a higher baseline selfefficacy were more physically active 5 years later (Table 4A
and D), but self-efficacy was not found to predict BMI or 2-h
glucose. Among the low/moderate-risk sample, those with
higher baseline outcome beliefs had slightly lower BMI at
follow-up (Table 4B and E), but outcome beliefs were not
found to predict physical activity or 2-h glucose. Perceived risk
of diabetes or CVD was not found to predict physical activity,
BMI, or 2-h glucose in either sample. Results from the models
that included each main predictor separately (adjusted for gender, age, and the outcome variable level in 2002) were highly
similar as the multivariate results (results not shown).
Since the use of glucose-lowering medication could affect
the association between perceived diabetes risk and 2-h glucose, we performed sensitivity analyses. Those who selfreported the use of glucose-lowering medication were excluded from the cross-lagged model on 2-h glucose (low/
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Descriptive characteristics of the study samples (FINRISK Blood Glucose Study 2002)

Baseline 2002

Low/moderate-risk
sample, N = 451–477

High diabetes risk
sample, N = 390–432

Women (%)
Age mean (SD)
Body mass index (kg/m2) mean (SD)
Body mass index ≥ 30 (%)

57.7
55.9 (6.9)
27.1 (4.2)
21.0

56.9
59.3 (7.0)
30.3 (4.7)
47.0

Physical activity mean (SD)
2-h glucose mean (SD)
Perceived diabetes risk mean (SD)
Perceived cardiovascular disease risk mean (SD)
Family history of diabetes (%)a
Family history of early myocardial infarction (%)b
Self-efficacy mean (SD)c
Outcome beliefs mean (SD)

2.3 (1.6)
5.8 (1.1)
2.4 (0.9)
2.9 (0.9)
33.1
29.4
2.8 (0.5)
3.1 (0.7)

2.2 (1.7)
9.2 (3.1)
2.8 (0.9)
3.1 (0.9)
50.2
35.6
2.7 (0.6)
3.1 (0.7)

N = 437–477

N = 416–432

Women (%)
Body mass index mean (SD)
Body mass index ≥30 (%)
Physical activity mean (SD)
2-h glucose mean (SD)
Perceived diabetes risk mean (SD)
Perceived cardiovascular disease risk mean (SD)

57.7
27.0 (4.5)
21.9
2.6 (1.5)
6.3 (1.9)
2.4 (0.9)
2.8 (0.8)

56.9
30.2 (5.0)
47.1
2.4 (1.6)
8.7 (3.0)
3.0 (0.9)
3.0 (0.9)

Glucose-lowering medication (%)
Onset of diabetes (%)

0.6
6.4

11.1
34.2

Follow-up 2007

a

One or more first-degree relatives diagnosed with diabetes

b

One or more first-degree relatives with a myocardial infarction before the age of 60

c

Mean score of 6 items (scale 1–4)

Min–max

45–74
18.8–45.6
0–5
0.7–29.5
1–5
1–5

1–4
1–4

17.7–48.3
0–5
2.4–25.8
1–5
1–5

Group difference
P value

Partial eta2/phi

.829
< .001
< .001
< .001

− .01
.06
.12
.28

.215
< .001
< .001
.001
< .001
.043
.039
.823

.00
.36
.05
.01
.17
.07
.01
.00

0.829
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.145
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

− .01
.10
.27
.00
.18
.11
.02

0.024
< 0.001

.18
.35

Group differences were tested through the χ2 test (dichotomous variables, effect size estimate phi) or one-way ANOVA (effect size estimate partial eta2 )

moderate-risk sample N = 1, high-risk sample N = 15). The
results remained relatively similar to Table 3C: perceived risk
was not found to predict 2-h glucose, but 2-h glucose predicted perceived risk (low/moderate-risk sample β = 0.11, P =
0.006; high-risk sample β = 0.12, P = 0.007). We performed
similar exclusions (low/moderate-risk sample N = 3, high-risk
sample N = 48) for the further analysis predicting 2-h glucose
(Table 4C), but this did not change the results.

Discussion
This study examined the longitudinal relationships between
chronic disease risk perceptions and behavioral and physiological disease risk indicators. We modeled how risk perceptions related to risk indicators together with self-efficacy and
outcome beliefs, among different risk groups. People at high
risk for diabetes clearly underestimated their risk: at baseline,
the majority of the high-risk sample perceived their diabetes

risk moderate, but a third of this sample were diagnosed with
diabetes only 5 years later. Perceived risks of diabetes and
CVD were not found to predict changes in physical activity,
BMI, or blood glucose over 5 years. Instead, higher BMI and
blood glucose tended to predict higher perceived disease risks.
Higher self-efficacy predicted slightly increased physical activity among both samples. Higher outcome beliefs predicted
slightly decreased BMI among the low/moderate-risk sample.
Over the 5-year follow-up, risk indicators tended to predict
slightly increased risk perceptions, but not the reverse.
The longitudinal associations were small, but the results
rather support the accuracy hypothesis of risk perception
than the behavioral motivation hypothesis [ 5].
Altogether, the results of this study suggest that perceived risk of chronic disease rather seems to reflect
actual risk than predict health behavior change. Health
examination–based physiological risk indicators, BMI
and 2-h glucose, predicted quite systematically higher
perceived risks of diabetes and CVD.
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Fig. 3 a–d Distributions of perceived lifetime risks of diabetes and CVD before health examinations at baseline in 2002 and at follow-up in 2007

In contrast, self-reported physical activity showed a single
weak longitudinal association with the unexpected direction.
More frequent physical activity should, according to theory,
predict lower perceived risk, when controlling for the baseline
level of perceived risk. Weakness of the physical activity measure could explain why more frequent physical activity was
not found to predict lower perceived risk: slightly different
items were used at baseline and at follow-up, and incapability
to exercise was only taken into account at follow-up.
However, qualitative research suggests that people may not
identify lack of physical activity as a risk factor to the same
extent as experts do [26]. The current study results are in line
with previous longitudinal studies where perceived risk was
not found to predict physical activity [14].
A central limitation of this observational study was that it
did not measure intention to change health behavior, which is
a central concept in several health behavior theories. For example, the HAPA model expects that risk perception, selfefficacy, and outcome beliefs encourage intention to change
behavior [13]. The HAPA model provides a conceptual
framework for interpreting the current data, as the model includes the key predictors of this study, but we may not conclude whether risk perceptions were related to intentions, or
whether intentions failed over 5 years. A recent meta-analysis
of the HAPA model [16] found that self-efficacy and outcome
beliefs had stronger effects on health behavior than perceived

risk had. In the current study, higher self-efficacy predicted
more frequent physical activity over 5 years, but no changes in
BMI or blood glucose. Weak evidence was found for outcome
beliefs predicting physical activity, BMI, or blood glucose.
The observational study design may explain the weakness of
these associations. Self-efficacy predicted successful weight
management in several intervention studies [27]. In addition,
the measure for outcome beliefs was a single item that concerned lifestyle in general, instead of physical activity or
weight management specifically.
Risk communication is common in healthcare practice, but
successful lifestyle change tends to require more than awareness of disease risks. Maintaining a high level of physical activity or losing weight permanently requires
sustained efforts. Interventions designed to change diabetes risk perception have shown that even if risk feedback promotes more accurate risk perceptions, it may
have no effect on health behavior or intentions [12].
This needs to be acknowledged when providing more
and more individualized risk feedback, such as polygenic risk scores [28]. Intervention studies need to examine
participant engagement and find the best ways to target
risk perceptions together with other social cognitive factors [15, 29, 30]. Encouraging people to set goals and
monitor their behavior seems to be a plausible strategy
to promote healthy eating and physical activity [31].
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Bivariate correlations between the primary study variables (FINRISK Blood Glucose Study 2002)

Low/moderate diabetes risk sample (cases excluded pairwise, N = 418–477)
1
2
3
4
5
1 Perceived diabetes risk 2002
2 Perceived diabetes risk 2007 .58***
3 Perceived CVD risk 2002
.42***
.37***
4 Perceived CVD risk 2007
.29***
.42***
.64***
5 Self-efficacy (sum variable of
6 items)
6 Outcome beliefs
7 Physical activity 2002
8 Physical activity 2007
9 Body mass index 2002
10 Body mass index 2007
11 2-h glucose 2002
12 2-h glucose 2007

7

8

9

10

11

− .21*** − .19*** − .24*** − .13**
− .10*
− .06
.00
.29***
.29***
− .02
.05

− .11*
.04
− .05
.28***
.32***
.09
.17***

− .07
− .11*
− .10*
.14**
.13**
.03
.07

− .04
− .10*
− .09
.18***
.20***
.04
.09

High diabetes risk sample (cases excluded pairwise, N = 315–432)
1
2
3
4
1 Perceived diabetes risk 2002
2 Perceived diabetes risk 2007 .55***
3 Perceived CVD risk 2002
.38***
.26***
4 Perceived CVD risk 2007
.27***
.37***
.59***
− .15** − .10
− .19*** − .19***
5 Self-efficacya
6 Outcome beliefs
.01
.05
− .08
− .07
7 Physical activity 2002
− .08
− .07
− .15** − .14**
8 Physical activity 2007
− .04
− .06
− .06
− .12*
9 Body mass index 2002
.23***
.18***
.15**
.18***
10 Body mass index 2007
.20***
.20***
.12*
.20***
11 2-h glucose 2002
.13**
.16**
.04
.01
12 2-h glucose 2007
.04
.13*
.05
.07
a

6

.19***
.30***
.26***
− .17**
− .17***
− .01
− .02

.07
.03
.52***
− .01 − .01
.01
− .04
.01
− .04
− .06
.02
.06
− .05
.11*
− .00

5

6

.27***
.36***
.27***
− .15**
− .12*
− .02
− .07

.10*
.02
.05
.06
− .04
− .02

7

−
−
−
−

.43***
.13*
.08
.06
.12*

8

−
−
−
−

.18**
.23***
.07
.11

.93***
.17***
.19***

9

.90***
.08
.15**

.14**
.19***

10

.04
.19***

.31***

11

.48***

Mean score of 6 items (scale 1–4)

*P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001 (2-tailed)

The result that adults at high risk of diabetes
underestimated their risk is in line with previous studies
[32]. People tend to view their health and health behavior in favorable light [33]. A meta-analysis showed that
optimistic bias in risk perception is highlighted when
the risk concerns factors that are under one’s own control [34]. Physical activity is likely to be seen as more
directly controllable than physiological measures, which
could partly explain why physiological risk indicators
predicted perceived risk more clearly than physical activity did. Even though participants’ risk perceptions
were not accurate, disease risk perceptions did, to some
degree, reflect actual risk indicators, as in previous research [20]. This is also in line with a cross-sectional
study among the Finnish population, where risk perceptions of diabetes, CVD, cancer, and depression were
related to family history and health behavior [35].

It should be noted, however, that in the current study, perceived risks were measured before participants received health
examination–based feedback from several physiological measures, including blood glucose levels. Feedback on the health
examination may have shifted risk perceptions and encouraged intentions to be physically active or lose weight [8],
but these were not assessed in this study. When people receive
information on multiple risk indicators, they seem to perceive
their heightened risk relatively accurately [36]. However, people may also psychologically reject or minimize the personal
relevance of the risk feedback [37], particularly if the feedback
is negative, or inconsistent with one’s expectations [38].
Finally, at the time of the data collection of this study, between
the years 2000 and 2010, there was a national diabetes prevention program in Finland [39]. The program aimed to promote diabetes risk awareness and lifestyle changes, and may
have contributed to study participants’ risk perceptions.
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Results from age- and gender-adjusted cross-lagged autoregressive models (FINRISK Blood Glucose Study 2002)
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Strengths and Limitations
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This study was able to examine three different chronic disease
risk indicators and risk perception of two diseases in a longitudinal observational study design. Participants were derived
from a nationally representative and comprehensive health
study. However, it should be noted that this was a secondary
analysis of an existing data set, and the data collection protocol was not originally designed for the purpose of the current
investigation. Moreover, the original study was not designed
to test the HAPA [13] or other health behavior models. As a
result, perceived risks of diabetes and CVD were measured
before and not right after the participants received health
examination–based feedback, which may have shifted their
risk perceptions. Risk perceptions can be quite resistant to
change [40]. Although risk feedback may shift risk perceptions and motivate behavior change [8, 38], the evidence to date suggests that biomarker or polygenic risk
feedback may not have a lasting impact on preventive
health behaviors [12, 28].
Other limitations concern some of the self-reported measures. A self-reported single item was used for physical activity; this provides less precise information than more comprehensive measures or objective tools, such as accelerometers.
Measures for self-efficacy and outcome beliefs were nonvalidated and concerned health behaviors in general, instead
of weight management and physical activity, i.e., the study
outcomes, more specifically. Since intentions were not measured, no conclusions can be drawn whether or not the feedback on the health examination contributed to intentions to
change lifestyle, or whether such intentions were simply not
accomplished over the years. Despite these limitations, combining three different risk indicators provided a broad picture
on their relationship with perceived risk over several years. As
the study included two samples of participants with a different
diabetes risk status, it was able to show that the relationship of
risk perception and risk indicators was similar among those
with a high risk and among those with a lower risk.

Conclusion
Individuals at high diabetes risk tend to underestimate their
risk. Perceived risk of chronic disease rather follows risk indicators than predicts long-term health behavior changes. Risk
perception alone is unlikely to predict sustained lifestyle
changes. This needs to be kept in mind also in personalized
medicine, which aims for individualized risk assessment and
treatment. Future intervention studies need to target selfefficacy and examine the best ways to combine risk feedback
with various behavior change techniques, to promote
sustained lifestyle changes among people at high risk for
chronic diseases [31, 42].
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